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thank you for all your help! i am just going to print off your list and send it to my agent! can i ask what
the process of getting a book accepted is? i have a childrens picture book with illustrations i have done
myself that i have been contemplating submitting to a publisher. but im not sure about the process of

getting it accepted. i read on your list that it is best to not submit illustrations with the book. is this true?
thank you so much! i just wanted to say that i have submitted my book and am waiting to hear back! i

am so excited to be a part of the wonderful world of childrens publishing. i am a librarian and have
always wanted to write childrens books and now i have my chance! i have decided to write a picture

book for children about the history of food. it is going to be a nonfiction childrens book with illustrations.
is this a good first book to submit for publishing? diana: thank you so much for the list! i just finished my
first picture book manuscript and have been trying to get it published for over a year now. i wrote this

book because my daughter asked me to write her a book and i am so excited to be able to give her one.
i decided on my first book because i wanted it to be a picture book with a lot of action and some silly
things. my daughter loves getting dirty and is always taking off her shoes to play with the dirt. i like

writing stories about things like that and this is a book that really connects with kids. my question is, do
i need to have illustrations for the book or could i submit it without them? i know that illustrations are a

big plus for books but am i in any way jeopardizing my chances of getting it published if i don’t have
illustrations? thank you!
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i need a book for my kids that is fun and that deals with good topics like science and math. i want them
to understand the environment. that way they can grow up and be curious and enthusiastic about it. hi,
i am not a writer but i am looking for some help on getting my young adult book ready to publish. the

book is about a girl named cami, who gets into a car accident and wakes up in a magical fantasy world
where she's a princess and her life is about to change forever. thanks for the great resources! i am
writing a book and was wondering what you think are the best resources to learn formatting and

organize the story. i thought of creating a table of contents first, then chapter by chapter, then sub
chapters with different parts of the story. i was wondering if this is good or if there are better ways. i am

writing a book and would love some advice. i am doing my best to use the same format as this site
does, but i keep getting errors. i want to be able to save it and update it easily, and i want the end to be

a prologue/ epilogue. bookfox: i read about how much it costs to print a book. im still trying to
understand that. i have a finished middle-grade book, but it was 2 years in the making. it is a single
subject (happiness) and was written in first person. i was doing school visits, giving out free books to
people at different schools/venues. but i wasnt getting enough feedback. when i sent it to an agent, i

didnt know that it was 2 years in the making. it wasnt like she told me to hold off till it was finished. but i
decided to send it anyway. but the agent didnt want to submit it, saying the story wasnt ready. so the
publisher ended up doing the book, and it has been out for over a year. so, what would you do if you

were me? would you consider the publisher, and if not, what would you do? also, i was wondering if any
of you have an agent. what would you tell me to do if i needed one? 5ec8ef588b
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